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M-1A SERIES
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MICRO INFRARED REPEATER

The M-1A Series enables the homeowner to operate
virtually any infrared-controlled stereo/video component from
multiple room locations. Ultra-sensitive receiver provides fast
reaction time and minimal interference within a 40-foot range.
Simply aim a remote toward any M-1A Series repeater. Once
the command is received, the M-1A Series will re-broadcast
the infrared command to a small “flasher” LED located on
the front of each component. The system is powered by a
9VDC-12VDC (200-500mA) power supply (such as Atlas Sound
Model PS-M12) or plug-in adapter.

Models:
M-1A
Flush-mount cabinet/ceiling/wall repeater.
Requires a 1⁄2" drilled hole in order to be mounted.
M-1AJW
Decora-style white subplate mounts in a standard outlet box
and requires a standard cover plate.

The M-1A Series was designed to be unobtrusive. It features
an attractive, flush, white lens that blends with any surface.
Unit is available installed on a white wall plate
(Model M-1AJW) it can be flush-mounted (Model M-1A) to
a cabinet, wall, ceiling, or speaker grille. Connection to the
M-1A is easily achieved through a clearly marked three point
terminal block attached directly to the unit.

Single Repeater/Emitter System
MODEL F-1 FLASHER/EMITTER
Note: Atlas Sound F-1 Infrared
Flashers can be parallel wired. Up
to six can be connected to control
six sources.

2½"
* Repeater is 2-3/8"
deep measured
from front of lens
to back of unit.
We recommend
at least 2-1/2" of
clearance to allow
wire management.
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